SUPPLY CHAIN

Follow the supply-chain trends
Changes in technology, economic
conditions, and customer expectations
have had (and will continue to have) a
direct impact on distribution.
The following trends and technologies
will make you think differently about
distribution as an enabler of competitive
advantage.

1. Petrol and diesel price increases
Many of the distribution networks in
existence today were designed when petrol
prices were below R6,50 per litre. At that
rate, the trade-offs between freight and
warehousing were tilted heavily toward
freight and many distribution-intensive
businesses built large central or regional
distribution centres for economies of scale.
As oil prices rose over the past years the
equation tilted back toward warehousing,
leaving distributors trying to reduce total
logistics costs by building smaller facilities
closer to the customer base to minimise
transportation costs.

2. Rising service expectations
It is notable that in mature distributionintensive industries (maintenance supplies,
automobile parts, mass-merchandise)
distribution becomes more customised

and complex over time. Price and product
are replaced by speed and specialisation
as differentiators. In the earlier stages of
maturation, central and regional facilities
are designed for larger orders, longer lead
times and less frequent shipments. They
are also designed to minimise handling and
maximise throughput. As industries mature
they move towards smaller, more frequent
shipments and value added services. Highly
efficient flow-through facilities minimise
handling costs and inventory in the facility,
but can result in too much inventory or
too little of the right inventory at the right
time at the right place. Holding inventory
at facilities nearer to the customer until
needed allows you to leverage your
inventory in new ways. For businesses that
compete on speed, localised facilities can
create competitive advantage by allowing
same-day or next-day delivery to a critical
mass of customers.

limiting. Although facilities with a singlechannel focus are more efficient to operate,
that may not be a justifiable investment
for every one of your channels. The rise
of ecommerce and direct-to-consumer
channels has companies scrambling for
ways to enable facilities designed for
full case picking to accommodate same
day shipments of each picks and broken
case picks as multi-channel merchants
seek to leverage distribution space and
organisational overhead, it is becoming
increasingly common to intermingle
wholesale, retail and ecommerce operations
under the same roof. The opportunity for a
company to reduce overall inventory levels
by leveraging all of its inventory and drive
it into whatever channel necessary is a big
part of the business case for doing so,
but running multiple channels through
a single distribution centre is not without
its challenges.

3.

4. Increasing need for flexibility

In a world where customers have more
ways to interact and transact with your
company — mobile, website, brick-andmortar store — designing a facility for a
single distribution channel can be very

The increasing need for speed and
flexibility balanced against the ongoing
need for efficiency has a direct impact on
distribution facility design. Business needs
can change rapidly, so the design solutions
must be flexible enough to allow for future

Growth of multi-channel
distribution
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changes in business requirements. This
means rationalising and right sizing the
level of automation and the use of space in
a facility. In today’s complex multi-channel
distribution environments, companies
often do not know from which channel
the next wave of growth will come. So
distribution operations must be designed
for maximum flexibility and scalability so
that they can adjust to changing demand
regardless of channel or order profile.
Distribution environments may be designed
for averages but need to be able to scale
quickly to handle shifts in order profiles
and peak volumes.

5.

Greater need for product
data accuracy
The analytical tools available to help marry
product dimensional data with detailed
order volume history and inventory records
have greatly improved the ability to
optimise forward and reserve inventorystorage design. But with more robust
toolsets comes greater dependence on
product data accuracy, particularly good
product dimensional data. Operational
dependence on the accuracy of product
information is not a new trend, but
the level of importance it is receiving
has grown, particularly in industries with
hundreds of suppliers and thousands
of unique SKUs. Warehouse-management
systems have always been dependent
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on accurate unit of measure data (e.g.
units/case) and operational efficiency
and inventory accuracy are harmed when
this data is incorrect. But, product weight
and dimensional data takes on additional
importance when designing for products
with a wide variety of product storage and
handling characteristics. More accurate
dimensional data is necessary to design
and operate a space- and labour-efficient
facility.

■ Will our distribution costs remain
competitive?

6. Broader perspective

■ Will we leverage under-used assets or
resources?

Distribution is the vital link between
your business and your customer. For all
the work you do to attract customers,
distribution is where your words become
action. Inevitably, the growth of your
business depends on the strength of
this vital link. Businesses can no longer
afford to assess distribution investments
solely based on cost savings. Companies
are taking a broader perspective on the
business case to include considerations
of the opportunity cost of doing nothing
and potential revenue gains as a result of
investment. For example:

Ultimately, distribution investment
decisions are no longer solely dependent
on estimates of the impact on the income
statement and balance sheet. Although
return-on-investment analysis is still
important, investment decisions should
be viewed in the broader perspective as
a reflection of how essential distribution
has become to business sustainability and
growth.

on business case

■ What is the cost of doing nothing?
■ Will we have sufficient capacity to
sustain growth expectations?
■ Will we lose or simply maintain market
share?

■ Will our service performance suffer
if we don’t do this?
■ What benefits does this investment
enable?
■ Will we grow a current stream
of revenue?
■ Will we enable a new stream
of revenue?

7. Increased risk of failure
As the expectations and value of distribution
grow, so too does distribution complexity
and the risk associated with failure.
Complex distribution operations often
rely on a number of systems and vendors
— materials-handling suppliers, software
vendors, labour consultants and strategy
and implementation consultants. A key to

supply chAIN
reducing the risk of failure of large-change
initiatives is to find experienced partners
who understand this complexity and
embrace the value of a true partnership
approach. It is possible to hire best-of-breed
vendors who will implement their part of
the project well, but without integration
and accountability for the overall business
case, what you can end up with is several
well-implemented pieces that do not
work together to deliver the promised
results. A better approach is to work with
a single partner who will take ownership
of the business case and who can be held
accountable to those results.
These seven trends are making distribution
more and more complex. And that can either
enable or impede company performance.
The good news is that they represent an
opportunity to create competitive advantage
out of innovative distribution facility and
network design. Consider how these trends
are impacting your distribution operations
and whether it is time to give more thought
to how you can take advantage of the
opportunities they provide.
Additional information from www.fortna.co.za

MORE VALUE FOR LESS
HYSTER ECO HAND PALLET TRUCK
LOAD CAPACITY: 2 500KG | FORK LENGTH: 1 150MM

12 MONTHS WARRANTY

NOW ONLY

R3 499
EXCL VAT

PURCHASE
3 UNITS FOR
R10 000
EXCL VAT

CALL US NOW PARTS TOLL-FREE: 0800 012 076 | EMAIL: INFO@BHBW.CO.ZA
WWW.HYSTER.CO.ZA
Valid till 30 June 2018 or while promotional stocks last. Price excludes transport. Errors and omissions excepted.
Terms and conditions apply.
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Don’t Let Poor
Quality Pallet
Trucks Run Your
Shelves Empty

SUPPLY CHAIN

Pfaff Silverline

standard hand
pallet trucks are
renowned for
their smooth,
quiet design
and robust
durabilty

● Capacity:

2.5Ton
● Low effort on handle
● Epoxy coated
● Ergonomic handle
● Precision lowering valve
to adjust speed
● Polyamide (Nylon)
tandem wheels
● Double coated chrome
piston
● 210° steering left and right
● Lift height 115mm
Approvals: EN ISO9001:2008
Standards: EC Machinery Directive
98/37/EC. ISO 12100; EN1757; BGV D27
Supplied with CE Declaration
and operating manual

Contact: sales@cmcosa.co.za
Telephone: 031-7004388
Distributors wanted in Eastern Cape,
Western Cape and Northen Cape
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Qualified for the job
With businesses increasingly recognising the importance of the supply chain to the
organisation, the demand for suitably qualified and skilled supply chain professionals
is growing, according to Mungo Park, president of leading Southern African supply
chain association SAPICS.
“The supply chain is the one function in
an organisation that touches all others
and supply chain optimisation can drive
bottom line improvement. To capitalise on
opportunities, however, supply chain roles
must be filled by people with the requisite
knowledge, skills and qualifications,” he
says.
Park notes that supply chain programmes
teaching core skills were once scarce,
and many supply chain roles were filled
by individuals functionally trained in
finance, engineering, pharmacy and various
other roles. “Today, however, with the
supply chain more widely regarded as a
revenue driver, the need for supply chain
education is increasing.” He contends
that supply chain practitioners without
the combination of recognised, credible
education and sound practical experience
will find themselves left behind as
businesses recognise the value of the
supply chain and the benefits that supply

chain improvements can deliver across
other business functions.
Craig King, logistics senior manager at
Samsung Electronics South Africa, asserts
that internationally recognised supply
chain certifications are worth “every
minute, cent and ounce of energy”, and add
enormous value for both the individual and
the organisation.
“An international supply chain
certification provides the individual with
authenticity and status in the industry,
reflecting their professionalism, expertise
and authority in this increasingly complex
field. From an organisational perspective,
this is a huge advantage because supply
chain processes can be enhanced or
implemented by an expert who knows and
understands international best practice and
world-class standards,” he stresses.
King states that as a senior manager for
an industry leading global organisation, he
favours applicants with international
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Craig King, logistics senior
manager at Samsung Electronics
South Africa

certifications when filling supply chain
roles. “It tells me that the applicant has a
goal and is serious about empowering him
or herself by obtaining an internationally
recognised certification. It also tells me
that the applicant is knowledgeable and
is an expert in the field of supply chain
management, and that I will be employing
the best.”
SAPICS is the South African custodian
of a variety of internationally recognised
certifications – the APICS CPIM (Certified
in Production and Inventory Management),
CSCP (Certified Supply Chain Professional)
and CLTD (Certified in Logistics, Trans
portation and Distribution). These are
offered by SAPICS in association with its
American affiliate, APICS. A new suite of
designations from the Demand Driven
Institute in the USA are also highly sought
after.
In terms of training and development
for Samsung employees, King says that
members of his team are currently working
towards the CLTD certification, “to expand
their supply chain management knowledge
and elevate their thinking from an
operation and tactical level to a strategic
one”. Citing a supply chain certification
success story from his own organisation, he
reveals that a team member was recently
promoted to supply chain manager
for mobile after achieving the CSCP
qualification.
Since its launch in South Africa as the
first comprehensive education programme
designed for operations and supply chain

management professionals, the CSCP
has become an increasingly soughtafter qualification. More than 24 000
professionals in 100 countries have earned
the CSCP designation. “This highly-regarded
programme provides graduates with
the skills necessary to understand and
manage the integration and coordination
of activities within today’s increasingly
complex supply chains.
Graduates know how to design and
develop a supply chain strategy that
aligns with corporate strategy. They
understand how to manage supplier and
customer relationships, and recognise how
logistics, technology and data can enhance
performance. In addition, they can achieve
the seamless integration of all processes
to meet customer needs, reduce costs and
increase profits,” Park states.
The CPIM is considered the premier
certification for internal supply chain
business operations, and more than
74 000 professionals have been certified
worldwide. The CLTD programme addresses
the burgeoning need for standard
benchmarks in the rapidly changing
logistics, transportation and distribution
industries, he says.
Park notes that the benefits of an
international qualification include career
advancement opportunities, increased
marketability and earning potential.
“A survey undertaken in the USA by APICS
revealed that graduates who earned a
CSCP designation could expect an average
12% salary increase. Successful supply
chain management has become essential
to compete successfully in today’s
competitive global marketplace, and those
who are suitably qualified to design, drive
and deliver supply chain improvements
will be assured of career success and
advancement.
“With the SAPICS supply chain
community growing exponentially on
the African continent, there is increasing
awareness of the various quality
international education programmes
which are available, and which are offered
throughout Africa via a growing network
of Authorised Education Providers or on a
self-study basis. Remote assistance from
qualified instructors is available more easily
with reliable internet in many countries,
making these international certifications
even more accessible,” he concludes.
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Quality Trolleys for

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE
With over eighty years of experience, Cape Gate is the
recognised market leader of South Africa in the steel
wire industry.
We manufacture a wide range of quality shopping
trolleys and carts that meet the particular requirements
of wholesalers and retailers throughout Africa.
With sizes ranging from 85 litre to 235 litre capacity
we fulfill the needs of the largest cash and carry as well
as the smallest supermarket.

100% SOUTH
AFRICAN

What supermarkets can do to make
the supply chain run smoothly

Shopping Trolleys
180L & 210L

Flexi-Shopper &
Flexi-Shopper Deluxe

160L Duplex Shopper

Mini-Shopper

CG17.03

QUALITY WIRE PRODUCTS
SINCE 1929

85L Galaxy
HEAD OFFICE - CAPE TOWN
Tel: +27 (21) 937 7123 • email: ctsales@capegate.co.za
DURBAN

PORT ELIZABETH

JOHANNESBURG

Tel: +27 (31) 709 2670

Tel: +27 (41) 486 2538

Tel: +27 (11) 483 8541

The distribution of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) is
a cutting-edge business with very little room for mistakes.
According to Friedel Spies, new business development director for
ID Logistics South Africa, supermarkets can contribute to making
sure that the delivery process runs smoothly.
“For a logistics company it is very important to deliver goods
to clients on time, especially when it is fresh produce with a short
shelf life.
“It helps when a supermarket is ready to receive an order and
makes it possible for the delivery vehicle to offload as quickly as
possible. The supermarket should also make sure that all paperwork
is ready to enable the driver of the delivery vehicle to leave as
quickly as possible so that he can reach his next client on time.
For us, turn-around time is of the utmost importance. Our clients
rely on us to be on time.
“Once goods are delivered at a supermarket, they should
immediately take control and ensure that the correct temperature
is maintained so that produce that is sold to customers is fresh and
of a high quality.
Spies says one of the biggest trends in supply-chain management
in South Africa at the moment is the centralisation of distribution
centres. He says that in many instances this has helped to
streamline the distribution process.
He says the FMCG business is highly competitive and logistics
companies have to be able to deliver a top-class service to stay
in the game. Distribution costs can be as high as 12%, and for
price-sensitive retailers this is a number that they are continuously
watching and trying to bring down.
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